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Welcome to your first Culture book for the Vivid Vision 2025. 

In 2017, it became apparent that our 20/20 Vision, was no longer fit for the direction of the company. We had virtual-
ly achieved all of the goals and it was not getting anyone excited or challenged. In fact, life was getting easy and 
boring! Worse still we were losing a real and tangible link to why we are doing what we’re doing. And so was born 
the Vivid Vision 2025.

The VV2025 was born out of the need to do something more than we were doing. It was born out of the need to help 
more people than we were. It was born out of the need to challenge ourselves to do something that had never been 
done before, not just at Wills & Trusts, but anywhere.

The VV2025 is totally unique. The VV2025 has a strategy unlike any other. And most importantly, the VV2025 is a 
single cause that we can all work towards that will make massive changes in many people’s lives, not least our own.

I believe that life is about growth. It’s about making everything we do tomorrow better than today. ‘Do you remember 
the good old days?’ is a sad statement and one I never want to say and one that I never want you to ask because our 
future and that of our clients must be better than the past, otherwise what is the point of anything?

In this Culture book, I have set out the Vivid Vision 25, together with our Prime Directives and Values. I hope 
when you read them, and re-read them  will give you strength in the tough times, enthusiasm in the 
challenging time and energy in the good times. 

Those of you chose to make comments are those who are on this journey. Your comments are included, un-
edit ed so that you can all read what everyone else thinks, and more importantly feels.

As we go into the unknown of 2019, we will get some things wrong, that’s the price of growth. But in those mistakes, 
we grow more than when we get things right. When we do things right, we’ve already learnt the lesson. And so wel-
come the challenges, welcome the tough times and then enjoy the success that this growth will bring.

David

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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V I V I D  V I S I O N  
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When you come to work you do it for three reasons. First (and let’s be 
honest) you need to pay the mortgage or rent. Second, it’s because 
you want to do something that you enjoy doing 80% of the time (there 
are always those days when you need a glass of wine when you get 
home) And third you want to feel that you are doing something
meaningful with your life.

I believe that every one of us wants to do something meaningful. I 
think every one of us wants to do more than just pay the mortgage. 
And I’m convinced that everyone of us wants to love what we do; 
and to love what we do we must do something meaningful.

It’s from this vantage point that we’ve built the Vivid Vision 2025. With 
the help of the leadership team I’ve gained a better understanding of 
why we do what we do and what we believe in.



We  b e l i e v e  i n  b u i l d i n g
&  p r o t e c t i n g  l e g a c i e s

f o r  f u t u r e  g e n e r a t i o n s ,
o n e  f a m i l y  a t  a  t i m e



This is why we exist as a company. This is why we work hard and play hard. This is our WHY!

By building legacies we mean building our clients wealth. Of course this means their money, but it also means their 
intellectual and emotional wealth. The wealth that is built from their life’s work, effort and toil. It is this that creates and 
builds our clients  wisdom. 

Protecting those legacies is all about making sure that the family keeps and maintains that wealth. We want our clients 
to pass all of their financial, intellectual and emotional wealth to the people that matter, the next generation. Now, that 
might not be their children, but it will be someone with whom they have a deep connection.

And why families? Because this is what’s important. We could spend the time helping business to pay less tax….but 
would that really get you emotionally involved? We could focus on group pensions schemes, but would that give you 
a deep sense of satisfaction when you go home at night

There is nothing like getting that card, that call or that note from a client that says thank you for what you have 
done its a very, very rare thing. When was the last time you wrote to McDonalds to say thank you? Or your bank, or 
your insurance company, in fact anyone?

In everything we do we must remember this WHY, and ask ourselves; does this complement our WHY? Of course, you 
may not know your personal WHY. You may never sit down to think about it, but you probably know what it is from 
an emotional point of view. And so if you feel that your WHY is in alignment with our WHY, then this IS the place for 
you to grow, and develop.



T H E
G O A L



Goals only make sense if they support a vision. Our vision is clear, and so construction 

of a goal is not just easy, but it’s something that can grow as we grow. We will not close 

our doors in 2025, and so we must see our goals as something temporary. Something 

that is a stepping stone towards the future. Something that will evolve.

This is our goal and the destination to which we are travelling:



T O  I M PA C T  T H E  L I V E S

O F  2 5 , 0 0 0  P E O P L E  B Y

B U I L D I N G  2 5 0 0  C L I E N T S

&  F U M  O F  £ 1 B N

B Y  3 1 S T  D E C E M B E R  2 0 2 5



We’ve looked at our existing clients and we’ve established that when we work with a 

client, the tentacles of the family stretch out 10x. By the time we’ve worked with mum 

and dad, and the children, possibly the parents, and the children’s other halves, our 

reach is 10x. 

Why 25,000? Because it’s a big number, and one that we can all imagine. We can 

also imagine building the number clients to 2500. It’s a number that we can all buy 

into. It’s a Goldilocks number; not too big, not too . It s small enough to be 

achievable, and big enough to be exciting and worthwhile. But remember, this is only 

a worthwhile goal if it can be achieved while maintaining the existing Family Client 

relationships. If any client feels that this has fallen away, the goal will not be worth its 

achievement. Growth must not be at the cost of relationships. It must support them.

Why £1bn (honestly?)…because it’s a cool number..

And lastly, why 2025? Because it’s a time frame that we can all buy into. Three years is 

too short and 10 years is too long. From today (January 2019) it’s only 6 years away. 

Just think of what you were doing six years ago. It probably seems like yesterday. 

December 2025 will be here before you know it.

If we have the WHY that is meaningful, and a goal that is exciting and worthwhile, we 

then need a strategy! 



T H E
L O N E  H U N T E R

This is where we really are going to break new ground. We are going to build a new business model 

that has never been tried in Financial Services, anywhere. Take a look at the existing business 

models that are used by firms giving financial advice to clients and look at their downfalls. 

T H E
S T R AT E G Y

Prior to 2013, most IFA’s worked alone with their own little business. They found their own clients, 

did all of their planning work and provided all the servicing. The problem was that their impact was 

tiny, and often led to poor advice because of the lack of speciality.



B O S S  &  T H E
S E L F - E M P L OY E D

Most IFA’s still operate the model where they hunt for business, then service the client, and through 

associations with partners, share overhead costs. E¦ectively they are groups of many small

partners working together. The problem here is that there is no consistency of service and no

consistency of advice. E¦ectively they are many little companies in one.

H U N T E R  &
FA R M E R

Some IFA practices are owned by a senior partner or partners and they take on self-employed 

advisers to sell as much as they can. The advisers get paid based upon what they sell. The problem 

here is that it almost always leads to mis-selling. When you’ve got to pay the mortgage, you will 

always be tempted to sell regardless of suitability. The self-employed never own any part of the 

company and so always think short term, and short term is never in the client interest.



Some companies trade on their brand. The ‘partners’ benefit from the brand and group purchasing 

power, but are not actually partners. Again the people selling are still self-employed and only get 

paid based upon what they sell (it’s just commission by another name). In these companies there is 

no ability to use the whole market, and there is no independency. Again there is never any long term 

thinking for the client, it is always about what the person selling will make in the deal, either when 

they make the sale, or when they ‘sell’ their client bank back to the national company.

T H E
N AT I O N A L



A  B R AV E
N E W  W O R L D
We are doing something di¦erent. We’re going to shake the world of advising by introducing

something di¦erent.

Imagine a firm where

- There total consistency of advice

- The client is always put first

- You do not have to sell to get paid

- You spend your time looking after clients rather than looking for more clients

- Everyone does what they are best at; their Unique Ability in Strategic Coach Language.

And here is the BIG one

- When clients suffer so do we!!!







B u i l d  a  m i n i m u m  o f  s i x  f r o n t  
s t a g e  h u b s ,  s u p p o r t e d  b y  a  

b a c k  s t a g e  p r o c e s s  t h a t
r u t h l e s s l y  p r o t e c t s  t h e  q u a l i t y
o f  a d v i c e ,  c l i e n t  s e r v i c e  &  t h e

c l i e n t  j o u r n e y

In simple terms here is our strategy:



Over the next three years we will build an initial network of ront stage hubs, where each hub will work towards caring for 600 
clients, where every client has a deep connection to the company and the team within the hub, building its own community to fulfil 
the name ‘Family Client’.

These front stage hubs will run their own seminars, facilitated by the backstage o©ce, have their own Client Review Workshops and 
their own Client Investment Forum.

Advisers will be supported through the Advice team backstage, to ensure consistency of advice. More importantly, the Advisers will 
undertake the longest, most detailed and in-depth training ever seen in financial services. Nowhere in the world does anyone give the 
training that our Advisers will receive. For over 6 months, their only job will be to learn and prepare to give advice and develop 
relation-ships. For over  months, they will be paid just learn, develop their knowledge, build their experience and deepen their 
skills. They will do nothing other than prepare to deliver advice and develop deep relationships with clients. Never has this been 
done before. This is truly unique.  

Each ub will build its own client relationships to ensure that the term Family Client is truly maintained.

We have already begun the journey to remove outdated processes in back stage. The annual sta¦ review is a thing of the past to be 
replaced by the 90 day conversation which revolves around our Prime Directives and Values. We assume you can do your job, its more 
about how you do your job.

We are working to develop the technology that we need to provide outstanding levels of service and advice with consistency that will 
be the envy of the profession.

Unlike every other business model, our advisers will be paid a good salary, regardless of what they sell. They will never need to make 
a sale to pay the mortgage. And what is more  they will be paid a bonus based upon the satisfaction of their clients.

Unlike every other firm  we feel our team should reap in their rewards of the success that we are convinced this approach will bring. 
And, every one of us will feel the pain of our clients when things go wrong. Every one of us will invest in exactly the same way as our 
clients. It is a condition of employment that your pension is invested through the Advanced Investment Strategy. It’s a condition that 
we are in that same boat as our clients so that when the clients make money, so do we! And when they lose, so do we!  

This is beyond doubt the proof that we believe in what we are doing.

How do we do it?

So we have a great WHY, a SMART goal and a great strategy. How do we achieve all of this?



PRIME DIRECTIVES
& THE VALUES

THAT SUPPORT THEM



Processes and technology can help you do the job. Watch 

 (it’s on Netflix) and you will see how process can drive 

results. But we are not delivering burgers. We are not uploading films 

for people to download. We are Building and Protecting legacies 

for Families. This means deep relationships with the 

people we cho se to take on as clients and with whom we decide to 

work. To do this, process and technology will only go so far. We 

need to have fundamental Values and Prime Directives that tell us 

what to do when there is no process, when there is no technology 

and when we actually have to make a decision.



We have three Prime Directives. These are the foundations on which every decision must be built. These are the beliefs that we 

must all live by, as they will always guide our thoughts and actions. Know them, live them and breath them in everything you 

do.

1. Do the right thing
It all starts with doing the right thing. In every situation we must ask ourselves are we doing the right thing.

I am certain that in our process of hiring, we hire the right people who  know what it means to do the right thing. 

They can’t walk past a paper clip lying on the floor because they know that to move it, is to do the right thing. They would 

never leave a dirty cup in the sink because they know that is not doing the right thing. They keep promises to clients and 

always do what they say they will do. 

PRIME
DIRECTIVES



2. Putting the lient first
Everything and I do mean everything revolves around the client. Putting the client first means just that, it means enacting the 

golden rule and then some.

But who is your client? The answer is, of course the end user, but it’s also th se with whom you work. When we put our 

team before us, we create a degree of trust and cooperation that no one else can match, but it must start with us. We must 

give to receive, and we must give until we receive. 

Putting the client first is all about service and the client journey. It’s about under promising and over delivering. It’s about 

always doing what you say you will. It’s about going the extra mile. It’s about understanding the client so that you can commu-

nicate in ways that they understand. It’s about understanding what it is that they care about.

3. Making the future better than  past
Can you imagine a world that does not progress? Or a world where everything stays the same? Would you watch the same 

episode of a soap opera every day? Would you be happy with having as much wealth tomorrow as you did last week, or know-

ing the same things tomorrow as you did last year?

Making the future better than the past is fundamental to making life better, whether it’s the lives of our clients, ourselves, 

or our team mates. The need for constant and never ending improvement must be part of everything we do every day, 

every week and every year.



VA L U E S
We all act in certain ways because of the people we are. We are the people we are because of 
lives and experiences we’ve led. You have a set o core values, which you didn’t design, but

 just came into being because of the life you’ve had.

A company is exactly the same. It is the way it is because of its history and the life it has led. It also 
has core values that have grown from its own evolution. 

I’ve identified four values  our company. There may be more, but these four seem to be the 
ones that resonate with the team.

Y E S - M I N D S E T
Is that glass half-full or is it half-empty?

When you work in a o-mind set company it’s all about protecting yourself, it’s about not taking 
the bullet for your colleague; it’s about not finding a way. But in a Yes-mindset company, it is all 
about the possibility in the future. It’s about finding the way to get the di©cult done and about 
finding ways to achieve the impossible. Churchill said that there are two types of people in the 
world  those  see opportunity in every calamity and those  see calamity in every 
opportunity. We are soundly in the first group. Everything we do must revolve around a Yes-
mindset.



E N E R G Y
Most of the people in the world just want to get through the day, get home, watch a little TV, then 
get to bed. What a sad life that would be. It’s a sad life because of the lack of energy that most 
people have. Their attitude towards life sucks the energy right out of them.

Not here. Here everyone comes to work with batteries included. They hit the ground running, and 
keep up the pace all day long. This energy comes from wanting to actually look after themselves. 
They watch what they eat, they exercise their body and brain, they take regular breaks to maintain 
energy and take holidays that rejuvenate them.

Energy is both physical and mental. It comes from an interest in growth and from doing your unique 
ability. When we do our unique ability it gives us energy, rather than sapping it. It doesn’t mean 
that you not tired at the end of the day; a musician is exhausted after a performance and 
an actor is shattered after performing a play. BUT, they will have greater energy from performing 
at their best. This is the energy that doing what you love brings.



L OYA LT Y
Loyalty to a cause or to a person is the greatest level of appreciation. It demonstrates agreement, 
understanding and a common belief. From this springs honesty, which is a prerequisite of loyalty, 
it’s a virtuous circle. 

Loyalty to the company  WHY is fundamental to enjoying your work and loving what you do. 
Loyalty to your team mates breeds deep friendships which improve the colour of our lives. Who 
doesn’t want to work with friends? Who doesn’t want the loyalty of those with whom they work?

Loyalty means feeling safe to say what you think and give honest opinion. It’s because of your
loyalty that you are compelled to say what you genuinely think and feel. Someone who is loyal 
would never come to a boss and resign. To do this they would have for many 
months and weeks about their feelings and intentions. Loyalty means honesty, however painful it 
may be. But honesty comes from a place of wanting things to be better, to go in the right 
direction. Loyalty works both ways. 



To care for someone is so basic that it forms part of all of us, yet so often we let it fall away and not 
be part of our lives.

By caring we mean three things:

Caring for yourself: unless you care for yourself, who else is going to care for you? It is what
gives you the energy that you need to have a productive and interesting life.

Caring for your family: ou can’t help anyone if you don’t look after yourself, and this is why
family comes second, but it is a very close second. Make your family your purpose, achieve
for them as well as yourself, build your wealth for them as well as yourself, and base your
decisions on them as well as yourself.

Caring for your team mates and clients: hen you genuinely care about them, you
demonstrate that they are important to you. When you care for your team mates you do the
right thing, it’s what friends do. Caring for clients makes the grind of  day to day 
worthwhile. Why would you spend 8 hours of your life everyday doing things for people you 
don’t care about?

C A R I N G







WHAT DO
YOU SAY?



In this first Culture book of the Vivid Vision, we will follow on from the previous Culture books and let you 
have your say.

All of the comments in this book were voluntar y, no one was required to make a comment or 
contribution and no one who works with us was excluded from the opportunity  mak  a comment.

None of the comments have been edited, and they are all reprinted in their entirety. This means that 
anyone who reads this book  future team members, family members, client  etc. will get a sense of how 
far we’ve come in the first year of the VV2025, what it’s like to work here and why sometimes we get it 
wrong.

Thank you to all of those  have contributed.

David 



CAROLINE
WALKER



What is culture?

If you look in a dictionary, culture has been defined as being ‘important for the development of
civilization and of people's minds’. What I find really interesting about this is ‘the development
of people’s minds’. I feel that this is the spirit of what David is trying to promote. W&T are very
conscious of our wellbeing and the fact that if we are feeling fulfilled and our minds are nurtured, 
we will be in the best position to help our clients. We are always prompted by David to be conscious 
of what we are thinking and why, which helps us to develop and vocalise our thoughts and in turn 
develop our minds. When you say it, it perhaps sounds obvious, but I really feel that this is quite a 
unique approach and something that is often neglected by other employers. 

W&T is really like an extended family. We all share the same values and are all working ultimately 
towards the same goals. I really appreciate all of David and the management team’s e¦orts to make 
us feel ‘at home’ and to make each day in the o©ce more pleasant but also more meaningful. Like 
a family, I am sure we will go through more challenging periods, but being a united team will help 
to make those challenges easier to tackle.



ALISON
PARKER



There has never been a dull moment in my 11 years working at W&T. From the moment I joined the 
company it was clear that it follows a path of constant and never ending improvement; which
continues with our Vivid Vision 2025. 

It makes me immeasurably proud to work with a company that puts people and families at the heart 
of everything it does, so with the vision looking to support 20,000 families by 2025, we will be 
reaching far and wide to deliver that same experience for many more, as part of our ever-growing 
family.

As part of the VV2025, we are of course looking deep under the bonnet of the company, and are 
making important and sometimes uncomfortable changes to achieve the goal we have set
ourselves. In doing so, however, we are creating an even stronger and more determined family of 
our own with which to live our why: building and protecting legacies for future generations, one 
family at a time. The natural place to start is protecting and growing our own so the company itself 
is a greater legacy for future generations, and can continue to support those 20,000 families.

As our team grows and develops in the next 7 years (and beyond!), I know that we will continue to 
do the right thing by all of our clients: both the families that we support as well as the team
responsible for growing & protecting their legacies, as only with our strong team living our values 
are we able to deliver that together. 2025 here we come!



RACHEL
PHILLIPS



The overriding reason why we are so successful is that our clients feel like they are part of our 
family. I also feel like I am part of their family and it is this bond and trust that we must continue into 
the next phase of W&T future.

It’s important that our foundations are strong,  we need knowledge, experience and be at the top 
of our game but all really successful businesses have that magic ingredient , that the relationship 
with their clients and their sta¦ is genuine and honest.

It’s not rocket science, someone knows if you care about them, I am lucky to have the opportunity 
to really care about our clients and sta¦, there is no greater fulfilment.



SANDRA
ASHLEY



The opportunity to join Wills and Trusts came at just the right time for me. I was becoming more 
and more frustrated with my previous job where, after a sale of the company, the culture changed 
and ‘doing a good job’ no longer counted for anything. It became a miserable environment. 

It therefore was very refreshing to join a company where the culture is so important and there is so 
much positivity and exciting plans for the future.

I find W&T’s unique approach very refreshing and David’s leadership does inspire me to do my very 
best. I am constantly amazed in how much time and e¦ort he puts into making W&T a company 
which makes a di¦erence and ensuring we are all part of the journey.

On a day to day basis we all work very hard but still find the time to have a laugh and help each 
other.  It’s such a friendly atmosphere and luckily, we all seem to have a sense of humour.

I do feel that we are all empowered to do our own thinking, to believe in our actions but at the same 
time take responsibility as well.  Which I find is great!

In short, I started working at W&T in February 2018 and am still loving it!



CAROLYN
GASKELL



Firstly, I cannot believe I have been working as part of the Wills and Trusts team for two years now. 
The time has flown by so quickly. The things I love about working here are that we get the
opportunity to do our best and know we are having a positive impact on people’s lives. I think we 
all have a clear vision of what is expected of us and how we will achieve our VV2025. 

Highlights of my time here have been, Power the Tower for Shelter, Dans Le Noir, our Washington 
trip and the two excellent Client Investment Forums.

Myself and Nicola are not only work colleagues, but friends, a combination which I believe provides 
the clients with a fantastic front of house experience. Whilst striving for our Vivid Vision 2025 and 
to achieve our goals I hope that we can still retain the family feel we currently possess.

I am looking forward to the many more exciting times ahead.



KELLY
GUTTRIDGE



I’ve only been at Wills and Trusts for a few months, but I’ve never been made to feel like ‘the new 
girl’. Everyone has been really warm and accepting. I already feel like I’ve known the people I work 
with for years!

There is a real culture that the work isn’t done until everyone is done, so everyone helps out.
Whenever I’ve asked for help or advice, there is always someone ready to step up. That’s a really 
special quality in a business. 

It’s very clear that the company is going through a period of growth and change. Having been 
through similar changes in the past, I know that a leap into the unknown can be scary! But the
management team are so open about the changes that are happening, the plans for the company 
and how it will a¦ect everyone. I’m excited about the future of Wills & Trusts, and I’m looking 
forward to playing my part in driving the company forward to help as many people as possible.



DOUG
WOODWARD



Wills and Trusts is the first time I have worked for a company
Whose paying clients almost see us as extended family.
At my first CIF the clients hugged the sta¦ and I had to double take -
And it hit home what a di¦erence to their lives we really make.

Management look to the future and have a vision planned.
Through future days we get the privilege of learning this first hand.
They constantly look for ways to stay ahead of all the rest
And to ensure that Wills and Trusts is consistently the best.

To live and breathe the core values is encouraged every day,
But through the culture workshops we are reminded in this way.
We always do the right thing and put the client first.
It is taken as a given and if we didn’t would be the worst.

I feel I am valued as a person, and not just a number that they own
I am constantly nagged to step out of my comfort zone!
However, whether I do or not is a completely di¦erent matter…
I can’t do the yoga as all the pizzas have made me fatter!!

Its acknowledged throughout the year for all of our hard work
And are rewarded with a wide variety of interesting perks.
Two of which were Ronnie Scotts’ and dining in the dark
Great experiences which really hit the mark.

The seven year project which has made us feel alive
Is commonly known as The Vivid vision 2025.
It’s mad to think how much has changed since Jan
New o©ce, new sta¦, new teams, new van.

Who knows what will happen over the next few years
New hubs, new clients to positively ffect and I’m sure a lot of tears.
Looking back in seven years my goal is to be able to say
“It was great to be a part of this every step of the way”.



NAGORE
ECHEVARRIA



When I started working at Wills & Trusts 12 years ago as an administrative assistant, I never 
imagined that I would have come so far professionally in this country.

With the trust that David has shown me during all these years, he has enabled me to grow
personally and professionally to where I am now. Every day is a di¦erent day in Wills & Trusts and 
that makes it interesting and occasionally challenging, which I really enjoy as it gives me the oppor-
tunity to test my skills.

Since I started as a team leader, I feel that my strengths are fulfilled. I love looking after the team 
and I feel very proud of every single individual when I see them growing in their knowledge and 
confidence. 

Also the relationship that we have with our clients is so special , one I haven’t ever experienced 
before in any previous jobs. I believe 100% in our prime directives (do the right thing, put the 
clients first and make the future better than the past) and every day I try my very best to live by 
them. Once a year in the Client Investment Forum when I have the opportunity to see our clients, 
fills me with joy to see how close we are to them and how they know that we genuinely care for 
them and their families.

I look forward to what the future holds for Wills and Trusts and I am very proud to be part of it.



CAROL
STARKEY



They say People may not remember exactly what you did, or what you said, but they will always 
remember how you made them feel. 

Thank you Wills & Trusts for making me feel that I am valuable, that what I do matters and that my 
actions can, and do, make a di¦erence. That's a powerful feeling that will stay with me for the rest 
of my life.



NICOLA
WALKER



Working somewhere where I believe in the core values and the goals of the company is extremely 
important to me. Could you work somewhere where you didn’t believe in the company’s vision? 
Could you strive to do your best and push yourself to reach your goals and be the best person you 
can be without working alongside a group of people that share the same values and vision as
yourself? I believe that everyone that works alongside me shares my core values. The one that is 
most important to me is to always put the client first, I will always strive to do my best and in turn 
provide our clients with a WOW experience.

We all share a common ‘Why’ here at Wills and Trusts, we believe in ‘building and protecting
legacies for future generations, one family at time’. We want to improve our client  futures, we 
want to help them, we all know that we can have an impact whatever our role may be within the 
company. It doesn’t matter what part you have to play in a client’s journey they are all as important 
as the other. I don’t believe that there many places that I could work on reception and have as 
large an impact on clients and colleagues as I do here.

I am excited to help David and the team work towards our Vivid Vision for 2025. I am excited to see 
what the future holds and I am excited to see the new hubs open. Imagine how many families we 
can help over the next 10 years once we have the hubs open all over the country! What a great time 
to be a part of this fantastic company.



LEE
HUMPHREY



I’ve been with W&T for just over 7 months and I can honestly say I still wake up every morning and 
get excited about my day ahead. I initially applied for a paraplanner role – with no experience
working for an IFA and no relevant qualifications. After speaking with various recruiters it was 
apparent that at least 2 years’ experience was needed to even be considered until Phil saw my CV 
and gave me a chance. Not only was I give a chance but I met a company that saw potential in me 
and were willing to invest and put their trust in me. Its clear that W&T truly care about their
employees as much as they care about their clients, which is very rare. The culture of this company 
makes me feel valued and makes me want to do the best I can every day and achieve more, not only 
professional  but personally as well. 

I am so grateful for the opportunity I have been given by David. I’ve only been with the company 
for a short time and, as I’ve been told by a few people, it feels like I’ve been here for years (which I 
think is a compliment)  In my eyes this is testament to how everyone has put the effort in to 
make me feel a part of the family and help me settle in so quickly. I’m excited by the future and what 
it holds not only for me and my career, but for everyone at W&T and the exciting journey we are on.



PHIL
PLANT



For me Wills and Trusts is a great place to work  Let’s be honest we are all busy and it’s
challenging but it keeps me pushing myself to do the best I possibly can.

I really enjoy the fact that I am given an opportunity to have my say & voice my opinions. In fact 
di¦erent opinions are encouraged so that we get to the best result for the clients & team. As a 
group of sta¦ we are generally open & honest with each other and most days there is a chance to 
have a laugh & a joke with someone in the team.

The prime directives that we have agreed for ourselves are vital to me as they are the reason why I 
think that Wills and Trusts is a great place to work. In a previous life I worked for a large corporate 
and customers were seen as a nuisance or nothing else as an opportunity to make money – at the 
end of my time there I hated it.

The plans for VV2025 are going to test all of us as it is a massive project but I think that we are in 
great place to achieve these goals. I am really pleased that we are including the Academy in our 
plans because this will let us grow our own people who believe & live the prime directives.

I like the fact that we can socialise together, usually involving alcohol, but as we get bigger this 
could become more di©cult to maintain.



PAULA
O’REILLY



I couldn't  imagine myself working for any other company than W&T. David has shown us all it's 
our company as much as his.  This is demonstrated in making us shareholders so we can create 
something AMAZING all together to the benefit of all sta¦ and clients.

The 2025 Vivid Vision presents us all with new challenges which really excite me. Don’t get me 
wrong it’s hard work and can be exhausting but achieving the goals together is something special. 
Aligning and understanding the WHY of W&T and my WHY and how both can complement each 
other, I feel like I am getting the best of both worlds!

It's my home away from home. 

Success both at work and home equals happiness. I feel very lucky and privileged to be on this
journey with everyone!



KATY
HOWARD



Throughout the 3 years I have been working here, I have seen the company grow and change quite 
a lot. I think the changes and clarity in our roles will be positive and will make things clearer of 
where we are, where we want to go and how to get there. I feel that the communication has 
improved over the last few years and it is nice to feel valued and that our opinions are listened to 
within the company structure.

Working for Wills and Trusts is all about the client and this is really important to me. Doing the right 
thing and putting the client first is something I have always wanted to do but haven’t been able 
to in previous jobs. I have always believed in giving excellent customer service and  working here, I 
can really do everything I can to make sure the client  journey is the best that they can have. 

The VV is exciting and I am looking forward to being part of it, I think the next few years could be 
tough but the outcomes will be worth it.



SOPHIE
BRAMHILL



I’ve been with Wills and Trusts for over 5 years. I’ve seen the company grow in this time and it has 
helped me to grow professionally and also as a person.  I am delighted to have become a
shareholder this year - I now own a very tiny part of the company!

What makes Wills and Trusts so unique is that the clients are the heart of it. Nothing is more
important than the client. Many other IFAs may say this but Wills and Trusts live and breath  it. 

When I meet a client I am excited about what we can do for them and it’s so rewarding when I’ve 
seen the difference we’ve made. I’ve been dealing with some of my clients since I started at Wills 
and Trusts and they feel more like family than clients. This one thing that I really do love about 
my job. 

I am buzzing about the future at Wills and Trusts and am so pleased to be part of it from the outset. 
Personally the vision will give me the opportunity to be an adviser and do more of what I love doing 
which is helping clients achieve their goals. I am looking forward to seeing what Wills and Trusts is 
going to look like in 2025 when it’s complete!



DANI
RIDGLEY



I started with Wills & Trusts in the summer of 2018 and I truly wish I had found them sooner, because 
I genuinely look forward to coming to work! Whenever anyone asks me: ‘how’s the new job 
going?’ I reply (with a huge smile on my face) ‘I love it!’ and I really do. I was offered an 
opportunity during the recruitment process which was a little outside my comfort zone, but I took 
the leap, encouraged by the vote of confidence in me from the team at Wills & Trusts and I’m so 
grateful and pleased I did. The working environment and atmosphere are positive, dynamic and 
productive, with a real sense that we are working as a family team. I feel challenged, supported 
and really appreciate the feedback that I get, especially the encouragement and praise I receive 
on my training plan and new tasks.

The Vivid Vison 2025 is very well communicated to us all and David’s enthusiasm and commitment 
is infectious and every day I feel we are all working together for the same clear goal. Attending a 
Culture Workshop in my first week was such an amazing welcome and so refreshing that the time 
was taken to share and root the Wills & Trusts ethos into us new team members. It left me feeling 
propelled to get stuck into my new role with the right mindset. We are a growing team and
adapting to inevitable new processes and ways of working will be a fresh challenge for us all, as we 
welcome new colleagues to support with the increasing workload.   

Our ‘Why Statement’ is simple, yet strong, memorable and easy to follow. Our three Prime
Directives are people focused, underpin everything we do and are a robust filter for our daily
decision making. I wholeheartedly feel that we put our clients first and always try to do the right 
thing for our clients and also each other. Likewise, I think our ‘build, protect and enjoy’ motto aids 
us in striving to make the future better than the past. 

I really enjoy working with my direct team and learn so much from them. I’m excited for my future 
here and look forward to contributing more and more to the success of Wills & Trusts.



LYNNE
JONES



Having worked for W&T for the last 6 years, I have seen how the company has grown so rapidly and 
now we are entering the Vivid Vision for 2025 we are going to be going at an even faster pace. This 
is all very exciting and no doubt there will be some bumps along the road and not everything will 
go to plan, but I feel we have the right people within the organisation to cope with any setbacks 
and it is these team members that will project W&T onwards and upwards.

I enjoy working for a company that values our opinions and uses our unique abilities in the best way. 
Any ideas and suggestions are listened to and now we have the formation of our wellbeing group 
which can encompass all of our views and increase employee engagement. I believe that W&T care 
about us, our happiness and our wellbeing.

It's also a rewarding place to work. By having incentives to work towards means we have something 
to look forward to.

I enjoyed the culture workshop over the 4 days and believe that this is of the utmost importance to 
new employees – it gives them an unfiltered insight into Wills & Trusts from the history of the
company through to our values and client care and means that consistency will be instilled 
throughout each of the hubs. It is also a great way for new employees to mix with the established 
ones.

I believe that by having a better understanding of the company’s goals and aspirations, then the 
better you can help to see the purpose in your given role.



DEAN
HOBBS



This will be the third culture book I’ve contributed to with the first being 2012 for our 2020 Vision. 
What a di¦erence in just 6 years! 

Of course we now have our Vivid Vision 2025 and for me this is the most exciting change I’ve seen 
since I started with David and the company back in 2002. Back then there is no doubt that Wills & 
Trust were seen as market leaders in the IFA community. Whilst that status hasn’t entirely
diminished the  has been a period of time  we stagnated or at least didn’t move forward 
as rapidly as we should have been. The VV 2025 will launch us into a new era and bring the 
excitement and buzz around W&T that we’ve seen in the past.

Wills & Trusts has always been an amazing place to work but not because we turn up everyday and 
have an easy time. It’s this and previous visions that challenge us to strive to be better individuals, 
better team mates and better serve our clients and their families.

But to improve means you can’t stand still and moving forward can often represent some
challenges and potential growing pains. This is where a culture of openness and honesty is so 
important. David and leadership team don’t necessarily have all the answer  which means he 
and they won’t always get it right, it’s therefore our responsibility to help with these challenges by
providing constructive feedback. 

The VV is what Wills & Trusts is all about and says a lot about our culture, a culture of growth and 
making a future bigger than the past, doing the right thing and putting clients first. Whilst these 
words might be new to some of you, for me they’ve always been there and it’s what Wills & Trusts 
have always looked to do long before the prime directives had been written down.

It’s a testament to the culture of Wills & Trust that only fews  ago I had concerns over the 
integration of new team mates and possible “new” and “old” divide. We have many more new 
members to the team now and that issue has not even been brought up.

Working here has always been a pleasure  as I’ve said in the past  without the opportunities and 
doors the company has opened for me I wouldn’t have enjoyed the past 16 plus years as much as I 
have and I wouldn’t have had some of the most amazing experiences I have. It’s been amazing and 
I’m certain the next 16 plus years will be even more fantastic!



SARAH
HOPE



I feel that the Vivid Vision 2025 has changed the course for Wills & Trusts. We’ve always had the 
client’s at heart and strived to be the best out there, but the VV2025 seems to have given us a new 
lease of life. As the plans have been developed it shows how much work and change will be 
required to reach the vision. Sometimes it can seem as though not much is changing day to day, but 
when we look outside of our routine work we can see how much the company has evolved in terms 
of its structure and we notice just how many projects are running at one time. One of the turning 
points for me was noticing just how many new faces are at our Monday morning meetings!

I’m proud to see that through all the changes we make, it always comes back to whether we are 
doing the best thing for the client. The client relationship is unique at W&T and above everything 
else I do think that’s why our clients stay with us. It’s glaringly obvious at events such as the Client 
Investment Forum, as so many clients regard us as more than just professionals that deal with their 
finances. I lost count of how many clients greeted me with a hug this year and one client actually 
started our conversation with ‘Now I don’t want to talk about the investment stu¦, where did you 
go on holiday this year?...



RACHEL
DOW



Having recently joined the business I have to say I couldn’t have asked for a warmer welcome into 
the family that is Wills & Trusts. Never before have I encountered a business that truly lives and 
breathes their core values and puts their clients first above all else. I've been given a great
opportunity within the business to add my own thoughts and perspective into what I believe will 
ultimately make a great Talent Acquisition strategy and I am truly looking forward to helping the 
business achieve our future plans to grow and take things to the next level.

The very fact that David spends time each year putting together a lovely book all about our culture 
here pretty much tells you everything you need to know about how much value the leadership team 
place in creating a great culture.  I feel like I work with a fantastic team of people, all of whom I 
fully respect as experts within their individual fields but also a group people that I look forward 
to spending time with each day. The culture here is totally supportive, my personal role within the 
business entails me essentially working with every single department across the organisation, 
everyone is totally supportive of what we're trying to achieve and will always go the extra mile to 
support their colleagues in achieving their objectives… or even if it’s just loan of a laptop, giving a 
colleague a lift, or having a cuppa ready and waiting for you on arrival on a freezing cold morning.

On a personal level I recently gave up a great role within a much larger organisation in Central 
London as I wanted a change of lifestyle for my kids and I. Naturally I had concerns about whether 
or not this was going to be the right thing to do but I have to say I couldn’t have taken a better leap 
of faith. Everything has turned out great, Thame is a gorgeous town to work in, our o©ces are
totally charming (not remotely missing my old very generic looking London basement office with 
no windows!)  The remit of my role is giving me plenty to keep me occupied for the foreseeable 
future and I’m loving the morning walk to work instead of the squeeze onto the rush hour train. My 
move to Wills & Trusts has exceeded all of my expectations and I’m looking forward to seeing what 
the future holds.



JULIA
MARRON



Starting a new job is always a leap of faith, but after my interview I told people "I had a good feeling 
about this Firm".  Having been here a few weeks now I think I under estimated that feeling, I now 
have a great feeling!

Having worked for a large corporate law firm for most of the last 12 years I cannot tell you how 
refreshing it is to work for a firm who GENUINELY live and breath their Prime Directives and are 
so passionate about the clients and staff.  I have always believed that everyone within a company 
is a small cog and vital in the whole working which fits so well into the ethos of W&T.

I enjoy coming to work each day, alongside my team and look forward to helping them achieve the 
best that they can be as the firm realises it's growth plan for the future. 

"Doing the right thing" is something I sincerely believe in and feel this helps me have a positive out-
look in all parts of my life.

The future is certainly looking bright.



JENNY
WOODS



The culture at Wills & Trusts is more prominent tha  I have ever known in a company. It is clear 
what our goals are for the company and we are encouraged to set our own goals and objectives 
for our personal and professional growth. The culture is what drives the company, how we treat 
clients, and each other, and how we are expected to deal with people and situations at work and 
in life. With the introduction of the new Vivid Vision 2025, we have even more clarity on what 
we are striving for and what we need to do to get there, it has really made us all more united 
towards a common goal. The changes that are happening are both exciting and scary, but any 
short term pain endured for the transformation should be worth it for the long term gain, for us 
and our clients. 

In reality we are similar to any other company, we have things that we are great at and things 
that need improvement, but the difference is that we want to be better and through the Vivid 
Vision we are making progress towards growth and improvement. We may not totally know 
where we will end up in 2025, but we are on our way to finding out. 

“You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step” – Martin Luther King



ANDREA
LAISTER



Although I have only worked for Wills and Trusts for a relatively short length of time, I already feel 
‘part of the family’. My colleagues have all made me feel extremely welcome, and they have all
contributed to helping me learn a lot about a business in which I had limited knowledge. It’s a 
friendly, but hard-working Company, where everyone works to put the clients first at all times. I am 
also pleased to have found a company that recognises an individual’s strengths and uses these to 
its advantage, making employees feel valued and worthwhile.

For me personally, I feel this has been the perfect time to join Wills and Trusts, as the next few years 
will be such an exciting time of expansion and growth through VV2025. It will inevitably be a
challenging time, with plenty of learning experiences along the way, but I feel confident that every-
one will work together to make it happen. It will be an opportunity to show the rest of the country 
what Wills and Trusts has to o¦er to clients and their families!



RACHAEL
AXE



Starting at Wills & Trusts has been an eye opening experience on how a company culture should be. 
The company's bottom line is doing the right thing by the client and I can honestly say that 
throughout the company there is not one person who doesn't stand by this, more importantly the 
bottom line extends to the employees of the company as well. 

Wills & Trusts believe in their employees happiness and wellbeing, ranging from Yoga classes and 
early Friday finishes right through to lunchtime treats, jazz clubs and charity events.  I've never 
felt so spoilt by the 'extras' a company offer  - and mainly just for fun! 

Through events with the clients I have had the pleasure of seeing it from their point of view as 
well. I don't believe that a compan  clients can care so much about the staff if they honestly 
don't believe in the culture that they see. One phrase that will stay with me that came from one 
of our clients is 'There is an underlining common DNA within every member of the team which is 
clear to see and that's that you genuinely care about people .



DOMINIC
GAMBLE-KEMPE



Wills & Trusts is a ‘family’ that cares deeply for its ‘members’ – its clients and its sta¦. I have never 
worked for a company like it before. It really is something else. It has an almost obsessive desire to 
consistently deliver exceptional client service through continuous improvement. Underpinning this 
is a professional and yet also fun, friendly and relaxed working environment in which staff 
are allowed to express their individuality and feel motivated and energi ed to work 
collaboratively in order to deliver the best service for clients.



ALICE
JORDAN



Firstly – given I’m not an employee Wills & Trusts  it was lovely to be asked to add something 
“as one of the team”.  

As a “people coach” for small and medium sized businesses, it’s been a pleasure to see how the 
business has progressed and grown over the last 12 months as W&T get fit for growth. Let’s look 
back on some of the steps we’ve made this year.

I remember the VV2025 launch back in January and the excitement that was created. We watched 
a video of a client – Mitch – and how W&T had helped him to protect his  legacy – in so many more 
ways than wealth management advice. It was and remains a powerful message behind “why” we 
do what we do and the benefit of growing the business – so we can help more Mitch s. I can see 
from the Gallup Q12 engagement survey results, the team really feel the strength of this purpose.

The leadership team has clearly done well here. I know from experience, when we focus on our 
everyday work and our personal worries, it can be easy to forget our “why”. What I love 
about Wills & Trusts is how much David takes us all back to that why – through everything we 
do - the Academy, communication events and marketing pieces that are shared with us. And 
what I love even more, is how the leadership team are learning that in addition to W&T having a 
“why” – each team member also has their personal “why” and that for both to be achieved – we 
need to keep working at how they intersect. This is advanced thinking for a business of this size. 
As coach for the business, I’m excited to see where this realisation will take you.

There’s been the development of a strong inhouse recruitment capability. Again – it’s highly unusual 
for a business of this size to have their own Talent Recruiter. This role was critical for the growth of 
the business – because without people – Wills&Trusts can’t help more clients. It’s also clear that in 
addition to having a dedicated recruiter – the business has been working hard behind the scenes to 
bring a really strong reason to work with Wills and Trusts, all of which was captured in new pages 
on the website around working for us. Interview feedback has said how very much this helped 
give a great impression of the business  - why we  what we do and why people like working 
here.





There’s been a review of how individuals are rewarded – to enable W&T to ensure it remains com-
petitive in terms of the market and also to provide every team member the opportunity to be 
rewarded for increasing contribution in their job and also to jointly to share in the success of the 
business. There’s also been a change to the way we carry out development reviews – with the whole 
emphasis being on how to help you grow and contribute more in the job. W&T really invest heavily 
in people – not just in achieving professional qualifications  - also in personal development through 
the Academy programme. This investment just doesn’t happen elsewhere in a business of this size 
and scale.

And to the team itself. I’ve loved seeing how a team leader structure has started to emerge –
enabling everyone to have a “go to” person – a team leader who is there to help each team member 
be their best. And I’ve loved seeing how the existing team members have worked to support  new 
team members, willingly sharing of their time to help their new colleagues. And in turn, how the 
new team members have fitted in so well (because they are the right people that W&T have been 
finding at interview), bringing new energy and insights into how very unique the culture of the
business is vs other places they’ve worked. Dare I say it there is a buzz emerging.

Simply put, it’s been great to see how so many people have grown in the last 12 months – a new 
lease of life from which the business can take a step change to grow and protect legacies.
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